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Shipwreck Artifacts from the S.S. Otago and the
S.S. Tairoa as Symbols of Dominant Maritime
Regional Identity Narratives in Southeastern
New Zealand
A. Asbjørn Jøn
University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Abstract: This article considers the actions of social actors and organizations,
who through engaging with artifacts from the wrecks of the nineteenth-century
S.S. Otago and S.S. Tairoa, have helped affirm the dominance of shipwreckbased maritime heritage and identity narratives along, or near, the region of the
southeastern coast of New Zealand called The Catlins. Those actions are considered through: exploring some episodes of salvaging and exhibiting objects,
providing commentary about the way that those actions and objects interact
with identity formation and affirmation processes, and examining the connection between local communities and a not-so-distant past. The notion of engagement with material objects leading to their gaining in status/agency, and
becoming dominant elements within the negotiation of a shared regional identity and brand, is also considered, along with associated notions of materiality
and links between landscape and identity.
Keywords: Maritime history, maritime archaeology, material culture, shipwrecks, identity, regional identity, regional branding, heritage, nautical history, New Zealand, nineteenth century, Otago, Southland, The Catlins

Introduction
The Catlins, an isolated rural region that spans across the southeastern
portions of New Zealand’s Otago and Southland provinces (Figure 1), draws its
name from the nineteenth-century whaler Captain Edward Cattlin (c. 1792–
1856), and, as such, has a strong association with nineteenth-century maritime
imagery. Many times it has been associated with maritime imagery of the
“Roaring Forties” (regions of stormy and rough ocean with strong winds that
are located between latitudes 40° and 50° south), and it is of significant interest
to both southern shipwreck buffs and eco-tourists, as well as heritage tourists
interested in historic sites such as nineteenth-century whaling base camps.
Through much of the colonial period (in the nineteenth century), a regular shipping route from Dunedin to Bluff—and then on to Australia—saw ships pass
along its treacherous coastal landscape, building upon associations with shipping. In addition to the ships travelling that regular route, there was also the
maritime traffic associated with Catlins River port, which for a time shipped
the most timber from New Zealand’s South Island. Shipping activity within
The Catlins was also heavily increased through the presence of whalers and
bay whaling stations as well as other early marine industries, such as ship
building, fishing, and sealing. Early ports and personages associated with maritime industries as well as wrecks and objects salvaged from those wrecks conField Notes: A Journal of Collegiate Anthropology 8 (1): 28–48 (June 2016)
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tributed heavily to the negotiation (and then affirmation) of layers of a rich,
and even folkloric, regional identity.
For many, the most striking feature of the region’s maritime history is
the many shipwrecks. A partial list of shipwrecks of significance along The
Catlins coastline, and the sites at which they occurred, would include disasters
such as those listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1: A partial list of shipwrecks of significance along The Catlins coastline (largely adapted
from Jøn 2008).

Ship
Henry Fielding

Date
12 November
1839

Incident
Wrecked at Tautuku headland.

Burmah

1859

Probably wrecked at Lathyrus
Bay—a wreck was found in
1870 and is presumed to be
the Burmah but we lack definitive proof.

Wallace

5 December
1866
27 May 1871
1 January 1874
4 December
1876
12 December
1876

Wrecked on Chaslands
Mistake Reef.
Wrecked at Port Molyneux.
Wrecked on Surat Beach.
Wrecked at Chaslands
Mistake.
Wrecked at Waipapa Point.

Tararua
Bessie (previously
Dauntless)

29 April 1881
6 December
1887

Wrecked at Waipapa Point.
Wrecked at Long Point.

Star of Erin

6 February
1892
16 December
1929
3–4 March
1979
22 April 1985

Wrecked on Waipapa Reef.

Tairoa
Surat
Otago
William Ackers

Manuka
Maruffa
Voyager

Wrecked at Long Point.
Wrecked on Tautuku
Peninsula.
Wrecked near Pillan’s Bay.

Contributing to the memorability of those wrecks, many occurred around the
December festive period, bringing news of the wrecks to families of The Catlins and across New Zealand through media reports at times when families
were gathered in seasonal celebration; hence, wider discussion of the wrecks
was possible. It can also be noted that many of them occurred in calm seas.
Consequently, during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, public in-
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terest in the region’s shipwrecks, and associated lore of maritime loss, was
intense. Maritime disasters (including wrecks, collisions, and fires) were simply a part of daily life. The geography, economic interests, and communicative
webs of the region were all tied to shipping lanes—and hence to the sea. Entire
communities prospered based upon the success of maritime industries, and
both suffered and mourned maritime losses. Accordingly, as participant observation has highlighted, maritime happenings still strongly echo within the
memory of the region’s family and social histories, and the many significant
shipwrecks of the region’s past have become a part of the lore and “brand” of
this treacherous coastal landscape.
The current study sets out to explore the social processes at work
around interactions between social actors and shipwreck landscapes, stories,
and material culture through focusing on their place in identity negotiations/
affirmations as forces central to shaping a regional notion of place brand/
identity. Over ten years of participant observation within The Catlins, a series
of semi-structured interviews with informants, historic research, and an investigation of the region’s cultural memory institutions and heritage festivals and
sites form the basis of analysis. The actions of social actors and organizations,
who through engaging with material culture from the wrecks of the nineteenthcentury S.S. Otago and S.S. Tairoa, have helped affirm the dominance of shipwreck-based maritime heritage and identity narratives, will be the primary focus of discussions. The research process has included interviewing local experts—such as a museum curator, prominent members of the local community,
and some people involved first hand with the salvage of shipwreck artifacts
along this stretch of coast—as well as considerations of the materiality of objects salvaged. The theoretical paradigm for the study follows Palmenfelt’s
(2010) framework for considering dominant units within the negotiation of
regional identity narratives. The materiality and agency of shipwreck artifacts,
and the role of human actors in sanctioning interactions with them as fulcral
affirmations of a negotiated collective regional identity, will then be explored
through case studies of interactions with maritime material culture in The Catlins.

Figure 1: Map of The Catlins region—the southeast corner of New Zealand’s South Island. Sourced from
Topographic Map 250 map 30–Owaka. Crown Copyright © Reserved. Available from: http://
www.linz.govt.nz/land/maps/linz-topographic-maps/map-chooser/map-30. (Accessed 5 November
2015).
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The History and Context of “The Shipwreck Coast”
From the 1850s until the arrival of the railway in the late 1800s, coastal vessels were the main mode of transport and the ports and lighthouses were essential for safe passage. (Bond 2011)
Many current residents of The Catlins possess family memory stretching back
to the above-described not-so-distant past, including tales of their relatives having come to
the aid of the region’s shipwreck survivors (or working to establish early maritime industries). That social memory has then been augmented by current generations actively helping to salvage artifacts from local wrecks—at times even the same wrecks that their relatives had aided survivors from. Such powerful personal connections between social actors,
their families, and shipwrecks, embodied through the remnant sites and salvaged artifacts
of the wrecks, amplifies the affective agency and materiality of objects symbolic of those
wrecks. Such artifacts are afforded agency to carry or prompt heritage and identity memories, linking engagement with local shipwreck lore across generations. In this way, the
material culture of local shipwrecks, the landscapes remnant of those wrecks, and the
wrecks themselves as well as the interactions of engaged social actors with that material
culture and those landscapes become central to the negotiation and affirmation of the region’s maritime-themed collective place-based identity. This identity manifests in a local
brand that is often employed in heritage and tourism marketing, such as the “Shipwreck
Ball” and heritage trails run during the 150th anniversary celebrations of The Catlins town
Owaka (White 2016), the architecture and branding of hospitality providers like the lighthouse-themed The Point Café in Kaka Point or The Rudder Bar at the South Otago Hotel
in Balclutha, or the dominance of the shipwreck- and whaling-themed exhibition gallery
at the Owaka Museum.
The region also enjoys interesting links to shipwreck lore in earlier Māori oral
tradition. The chief settlement, Owaka, standardized its name in 1893 after previously
being known as Catlins River (after Captain Cattlin), and then Quakerfield. In Māori,
Owaka means “place of the canoe,” most likely referring to geographic and social links
with the Owaka River, Catlins River, and the nearby estuary and sea. However, the respected anthropologist and folklorist Herries-Beattie noted that Owaka features in the lore
of the important Āraiteuru canoe—the vessel that brought the ancestors of the indigenous
Ngāi Tahu people of the South Island (on Āraiteuru see White 1887–1891). HerriesBeattie recorded that after Āraiteuru was wrecked at Matakaea Point (north of Dunedin),
an ancestor named Puketapu travelled south to seek wood, which he found in Owaka
(Beattie 1994, 568). Nowdays the town center of Owaka is marked with a giant steel
sculpture of a traditional waka canoe (White 2015). We also know that the southern Māori
worshipped a deity named Kowkoula (McNab 1909), who some critics have suggested
may be synonymous with the deity Kahukura. Herries-Beattie recorded traditions holding
that Kowkoula lived near Tautuku in The Catlins and was a god of wind and rain who
could command fish and taniwha (supernatural aquatic beasts that are often associated
with large sharks and whales) living in the sea along The Catlins coast (Beattie 1994, 556).
We know from oral traditions across New Zealand that taniwha, when called upon to take
a protective role by either powerful tohunga (shaman) or other supernatural beings who
could command them, may help drowning Māori to shore after their vessels either
wrecked or capsized.
Studies have shown that the residents of the region have generally come to accept shipwrecks as an important part of their regional cultural heritage. In 2003, with
much public consultation, a draft tourism strategy was released for the region (Lovelock et
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al. 2003), which suggested that shipwrecks were so significant to the region that it might
even be branded “The Shipwreck Coast.” While the strategy plan had been developed in
response to a growing public interest in The Catlins as a tourism destination, it remains a
good measure of which themes and ideas had been highlighted throughout the development of and consultation for the document. That document then sparked further public
consultation as well as the development of a tourism interpretation plan by a communitybased organization, Tourism Catlins, in 2008, which also highlighted the connection of
the region and local people to shipwrecks (Greave et al. 2008).
Reinforcing that shipwreck theme upon the landscape and social memory,
maritime tragedies continue to occur in The Catlins with shocking regularity. In 2014 the
community mourned the loss of a well known teenage girl following a boating accident
(Askew 2014), and then in 2015 two prominent members of the community disappeared
at sea along with their vessel, the Kristala (Hume 2015). Notably, at the time of Kristala’s
disappearance, the skipper was widely regarded by locals as one of, if not the, most
knowledgeable persons regarding local open waters, with even the region’s Senior Constable, Murray Hewitson, recognizing that he “had a ‘phenomenal’ knowledge of the
Catlins coastline” (Hewitson in MacLean 2015). Therefore the social memories prompted by the artifacts from significant wrecks and their sites continue to be amplified by
residents’ ongoing lived experiences of the sea.
Theoretical Approach
Modern scholarly discussions regarding notions of the collectively accepted
identities of spatial regions often consider the way that networks of social actors negotiate
dominant themes, and that those themes then take on a greater social significance to those
regions and the communities within them. That process can often also be seen in organic
developments of a landscape’s brand, as a growing number of scholars now recognize
that regional brands “are built out of the raw material of identity and [that] identity emerges in the conversation between stakeholders and what brings them together” (Kavaratzis
and Hatch 2013, 82). Here we might remember the recognition of shipwreck themes in
tourist planning documents that were developed following consultations in The Catlins
(Greave et al. 2008; Lovelock et al. 2003). That recognition is well characterized in a
recent call for papers issued by the journal Place Branding and Public Diplomacy, which
stressed that “our places are an expression of who we are and what we value” (Place
Branding and Public Diplomacy 2007)—a statement that, in this case, tightly reflected
the efforts of social actors whose ancestors may have worked in local maritime industries
and most likely helped those stranded after ships wrecked within the region, and who
more recently are connected to community-based shipwreck salvage efforts.
Following that line, and analyzing those social processes from a theoretical
anthropology/folkloristics’ standpoint, Ulf Palmenfelt (2009, 2010, 2013) has convincingly argued that the interactions between individual narratives of identity objects and
performances in a regional community form a type of negotiation between regional narratives or units—an argument built upon Eskeröd’s earlier theory of dominant traditions
(Eskeröd 1947). Palmenfelt theorizes that narratives are moulded through negotiation
processes into unique regional identities that are constructed around the most dominant
units/narratives within the process. This view is shared by Gilberto Marzano, who similarly notes that “place identities emerge from the ‘conversation’ between stakeholders” (2015, 139) and that “place identity … [is] a ‘negotiation process’ ” (2015, 140).
Highlighting the complexity of those negotiations, and the range of factors influencing
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the negotiation, Govers and Go explain that “place identities are constructed through
historical, political, religious and cultural discourses; through local knowledge, and influenced by power struggles” (2009, 17), with those power struggles forming a legitimate
element of the dominance negotiation process. Therefore, we might say that place identity/brand is constructed “from the intrinsic features and history of a given place and a
shared (personalized) relationship to these elements” (Mayes 2008, 125). In turn, the
material culture seen to best represent that identity/brand gains an amplified level of materiality and agency as it becomes symbolically significant to communities as a social
memory prompt for the units/narratives most dominant within their collective heritage/
identity negotiations. In this way, the agency of materiality symbolic of dominant identity
narrative units is tightly interwoven with the collective efficacy of actors participating in
social heritage and identity negotiation processes, and to an extent the social agency of
those actors as well.
The power of networks or organizations associated with the social actors who
engage with the identity narratives, or their negotiation processes, also plays a key role in
determining the relative dominance ascribed to the tangible or intangible objects, lore,
and performances that compose the heritage and identity narratives. Arguably, that ascribed level of dominance can at times be directly linked to the way that objects and performances are positioned within the philosophical flux of the social, economic, and political context within which they are interpreted. From the lens of studies of material culture
we might connect these ideas to theories such as Woodward’s (2013), who notes that “a
key area of contestation in the literature on material culture is the question of agency and
the ways in which objects can produce particular effects or allow and permit certain behaviours or cultural practices.” Since the agency of objects (and narratives) is a contestable, shared construction, an object’s level of agency varies depending on the values and
interpretation of human-object interactions as well as the efficacy of the human actor(s)
involved. This interrelationship generates not only a social or cultural identity for the
object but also contributes to cultural and spatial identities of landscapes that surround the
object.
The discourse of power within the negotiations of dominant heritage and identity narratives is then further complicated when material culture becomes linked to dominant units within the negotiations. Artifacts with canonized affective agency over the
negotiation process, through their selection and then exhibition within community- and
state-sanctioned tourist and social memory spaces (such as cultural memory institutions),
contribute much weight to the affirmation or ongoing re-negotiation of assemblages of
heritage and identity. That step in the process also amplifies the materiality of objects
involved, constructing a cycle of power around objects. Furthermore, the objects’ affective agency functions as a memory prompt for the activities or events that they symbolize
as well as the spatial regions or places that they functioned within—in the case of The
Catlins, specific shipwreck sites and the rugged coastline. Operating simultaneously to
that process, material objects, such as the wrecks themselves, become not only an attraction for particular kinds of eco- and heritage tourists, but also exert agency upon the shaping of cultural and social memory for the landscapes that they are positioned within, as
physical signifiers of the past, of dominate heritage/identity units, and of the stories canonized within cultural memory institutions. Therefore, the locations of the wrecks, and
the wrecks themselves, also hold power within affirmations and re-negotiations of the
dominant units/narratives.
Consequently, the negotiation process can be one that is, at times, heavily
influenced by the relative power and efficacy levels of the social actors and the networks
that they either operate within or exert influence over, as well as the materiality and agen-
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cy of the material culture that symbolizes the different negotiating units/narratives. Power
within the process of negotiating collective identity can be held, or gained, through a wide
range of social mechanisms. So, arguably, as with Eskeröd’s dominant traditions, Palmenfelt’s description of negotiations among narratives to determine the dominant identity units
for a region could be equally applied to both heritage and identity processes. Furthermore,
due to the plurality of actors and processes in operation in the forging of dominant collective identity narratives, Palmenfelt’s theoretical structure makes space for multi-layered
notions of place and multi-faceted identities as well as the existence of actors equipped
with multiple interpretive identity lenses.
Notably, as identity is a fluid, negotiated construction that is assembled through
social processes, the negotiation of identity narratives must be considered as an ever-active
process where lenses of collective identity are negotiated and re-negotiated as populations
and interpretations of events shift and in which the stakeholders of different identity narratives have variations in their levels of social influence. That “People are partly the products
of their environments, but by selecting, creating and transforming their environmental
circumstances they are producers of environments as well” (Bandura 2000, 75) is a notion
that applies well to socially negotiated assemblages of collective identity. Canonized material culture has the ability to exert affective agency upon notions of regional identity held
by social actors within an environment as a part of their enculturation into being a product
of their environment. However, that same social actor also possesses power and efficacy
to shape future re-negotiations of identity, and hence to reshape that same environment.
Therefore, the agency of materiality interwoven with heritage and identity negotiations is
inextricably connected to the agency of the negotiating actors. Regional landscapes are
culturally encoded with meaning based upon the negotiated dominant identity units and
narratives. Materiality linked to those landscapes holds affective influence over communities while at the same time being acted upon by communities engaged in collective identity projects.
The analysis of those negotiations, and the influential power levels ascribed to
objects, can be particularly interesting when considering the maritime objects of shipwrecks, as we then must also factor in the links to the sea, the risks often involved in their
salvage, and the embedded memories of remnant landscapes and maritime loss, as well as
in this case issues of colonialism and post-colonialism. While maritime scholarship and
the study of the British Empire’s connection to the sea—including that of its southern
colonies—has been “enjoying something of a renaissance” (O'hara 2009, 1109) in recent
years, “the sea and identity, be it individual, local, regional, corporate or national, is an area
that has not attracted as much attention” (Redford 2014, 1). Consequently there is a substantive gap in the literature around the area of maritime material culture being used as
focal points or memory prompts for the negotiation of identity narratives.
The Significance Ascribed to Maritime Heritage and Shipwreck Narratives
The Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004 and the replacement Marine and Coastal
Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011, legislation as a consequence of Māori claims to the foreshore and seabed, provoked political debate. In part, this was because the legislation
touched the strong and often emotional connection that New Zealanders, Māori and Pākehā had with the land, beaches, and the ocean (Barker 2012). Throughout New Zealand,
and arguably very strongly in southern regions such as The Catlins, people possess a
strong connection to the ocean. From the mid-nineteenth century, efforts had been made
by influential social actors, such as Dr. Thomas Hocken (see Otago Witness April 26,
1884), to inspire public interest in maritime events and the stories of ships. These efforts
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fed directly into the growing dominance of those narratives as a core element within the
negotiation of regional identity. That cause was even adopted by the Early History Society
of Otago, who also lobbied for the place of maritime history and lore as fundamental to
the identity and heritage of the region. Similar interests can be seen in the Otago Early
Settlers’ Association (Brosnahan 2008). Their efforts to reinforce that stance were afforded a reasonable degree of newspaper coverage.1
Interest in maritime wrecks (and related history, heritage, and identity narratives) has maintained a presence from those early days, and extended throughout the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, although enthusiasm did decrease somewhat from
about 1920 until the mid-1960s. That decrease in public discussion coincides roughly with
a slowing in the frequency of new large wrecks upon the southern coast. Three of the four
arguably most prominent Catlins wrecks occurred in the nineteenth century (S.S. Surat in
1874, S.S. Otago in 1876, and S.S. Tararua in 1881), and the fourth, the T.S.S. Manuka,
wrecked at Long Point in 1929. Interest spiked heavily following the wreck of the Manuka, and as might be expected, continues to spike after each modern maritime loss.
In keeping with Hosty and Stuart’s (1994) findings regarding Australian interest
levels in the sites of wrecks, there is a very noticeable increase in the public interest that
takes place in the 1960s. Notably, it was at the time that diving equipment became more
readily available for purchase through specialized shops, specifically the point at which
Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus (SCUBA) equipment had reached commercial production and sale (Cousteau and Dumas 1954). In the mid-1950s, there was
only a small amount of dive equipment and instructional material “being sold in some
[larger and usually city based] sports shops” (Hosty and Stuart 1994, 10). Consequently,
after a dip in interest that coincides with a reduction in the number of current wrecks, there
was a rise in interest when equipment enabling wider access to underwater wreck sites
became available to the general public. There was also “a limited number of professional
maritime archaeologists available, or even in existence at the time” (Souter 2008, 163)
prior to the 1960s. Therefore, as Robinson (1977) has noted, amateur divers, including
through grass roots community-based salvage efforts, took a leading role in early maritime
archaeological efforts during the second half of the twentieth-century, which arguably
helped fuse notions of community, place, and landscape with the material culture of the
wrecks and salvaged artifacts.
Despite long-lasting community interest, a centralized government-sponsored
mechanism for the collection and preservation of significant maritime material culture was
slow to be effectively enacted, such that in many cases, networks of individuals as well as
private organizations drove the early preservation of tangible maritime culture. Those
efforts to salvage objects symbolic of maritime heritage and identity narratives did not
gain legislative support until the mid-1970s. Speaking generally of problems associated
with conserving New Zealand’s shipwrecks, Bradstock explained that “this very rich part
of New Zealand’s heritage has until recently been rather neglected, and it was not until
1976 that legislation came into force protecting shipwrecks—long after the more accessible ones had all been looted by souvenir hunters and scrap-metal salvors, and there is still
very little policing done of the Historic Places legislation of 1975” (Bradstock 1989, 106).
That slow legaslative response to public connections with maritime heritage was arguably
seen to be justified by often resistant responses from traditional archaeologists and other
groups questioning the merits of maritime archaeology (Bass 1966). Shifts in global thinking about maritme archaeology as well as gains in prominence for the field occurred only
just prior to New Zealand introducing this important leglislation. George Bass’ influential
work in the 1960s on maritime archaeology may have also contributed to a global change
in thinking about underwater heritage at that time (Hosty and Stuart 1994, 10). Notably,
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both of these developments coincide chronologically with increases in the availability of
diving equipment.
Efforts to salvage and maintain maritime material culture of heritage significance continued to be primarily driven by individual social actors and their networks as
well as regional organizations until the late twentieth century. The selection of which
objects to salvage was, as Mayes suggests, a matter of regional identity formation, based
entirely on “a shared (personalized) relationship” (2008, 125) between the objects and the
actors. In turn, it could be argued that affective relationships with selected objects influenced actors’ choices to promote the dominance of identity narratives associated with the
objects, further assisting in the attribution of social power and agency to the salvaged
artifacts. These circumstances did, however, leave the determination of heritage value
largely to laymen who often possessed little knowledge regarding the types of objects
they were attempting to identify and salvage. In this way, informed valuation of objects
became paramount to the process of social actors amplifying the objects’ agency, negotiating and affirming the dominance of related heritage and identity narratives. Participant
observation within the region as well as the interviews undertaken for this research indicated how acts of recovery contributed to the construction of the salvaged objects’ meaning in collective narratives of maritime heritage. In simple terms, as lay social actors came
to recognize and attribute value to objects such as wrecked ships’ masts and rudders, they
demonstrated that those segments of a ship held symbolic meaning and imagery that is
pervasive and widely understood within maritime communities, even when the social
actors have no direct personal connection with maritime industries or boating.
Community-Driven Salvage Operations and Object Selection for Museum
Exhibits: The S.S. Otago and the S.S. Tairoa
In heavy fog, on the 4th of December 1876, the S.S. Otago was wrecked upon
rocks at Chaslands Mistake in The Catlins, while the second mate was in control of the
ship. A “Court of Inquiry into the loss of the Otago found that the casualty was occasioned by the default of the second mate in not keeping to the course ordered by the master; in neglecting to call the master and to take the usual precautions in thick weather when
so near the land. The second mate’s certificate was suspended for two years” (Ingram
1984, 177). At the time of the wreck the Otago was en route to Australia, with forty crew
members and eighty passengers. This wreck quickly became one of note within the region, due to a combination of factors including: the ship’s reputation as a very fast vessel;
the high value of the cargo lost with the wreck, which included 4000 oz. of gold; the errors of the second mate; the reputation of the The Catlins as a wrecking coast; and the
dissemination of S.S. Otago shipwreck tales by locals, crew, and passengers. Many identified the wreck as a significant event in the social affirmation of the district’s position as a
stretch of coast rich in shipwreck history and lore. Fortunately, the wreck of the S.S. Otago did not occasion any loss of life.
During an interview about the region’s connection to shipwrecks and the associated history of amateur maritime archaeology, an informant, Helen-May Burgess
(August 10th, 2015), recounted that in 1991, some 115 years after the wreck, the mast of
the Otago became exposed on Waipati Beach (just north of Chaslands Mistake) due to
extreme weather patterns. It was explained that upon hearing of the exposed mast, the
informant’s mother-in-law encouraged her son, Alan Burgess, and several others to help
rescue it, due to a shared local belief that shipwreck “artifacts” held great symbolic significance for collective notions of the region’s heritage. Notably, Helen-May used the word
“artifacts” here.
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A salvage operation was then jointly organized by Alan Burgess and a prominent local resident, Richard (an alias), who had previously written a volume on the region’s history (including that of the wrecks). Alan Burgess took charge of securing the
manpower and permissions from landholders and organizations to cross their land in
transporting the mast. The prompt from Alan Burgess’ mother, and the subsequent response from both Alan Burgess and Richard, suggests that this material object would be
classified as meeting the criteria of “what we value” (Place Branding and Public Diplomacy 2007) as an expression of the region’s heritage narratives. Alan Burgess’ mobilization
of the manpower for the salvage engaged a larger number of social actors in the performance. Arguably, as that network of social actors became involved in the performance,
their shared engagement further amplified not only the significance of that particular landscape as a place resonant with these heritage and identity narratives, but also intensified the
level of agency attributed to the mast as an “artifact” symbolic of the heritage narratives
valued collectively by the group. Given the prominence in the community of the actors
involved, their efforts contributed to the broader regional construction of value around
maritime objects as well. It is also of interest that the ancestors of some social actors involved in the salvage had been part of community efforts to assist the survivors of prominent historic shipwrecks within the region.

Figure 2: Locals resurrecting the mast of the S.S. Otago. Photo taken by Helen-May Burgess, 1991. Used with
permission.

Those actions also illustrate a performance of heritage negotiation as a “social
experience”—in the sense of Herzfeld (1997) –—while the telling of tales related to those
events as well as the exhibiting of connected material objects link neatly with
Dicks’ (2000) notion of heritage as a “communicative practice.” This means that heritage,
once negotiated, becomes something that groups communicate to each other, to new
group members, and, where appropriate, to the outside world, in the process of affirming
that identity. By telling the stories of this amateur maritime archaeology, the informants
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participated in the “communicative practice” of heritage, reinforcing the heritage significance of that landscape and continuing to affirm the dominance of the narrative. Conserving and exhibiting salvaged material culture is also an element of that “communicative
practice.” Returning to Palmenfelt’s description of negotiating dominant units—i.e., the
idea that engagement extends beyond the social actors who organized the salvage to all
other actors involved, including those behind the scenes (e.g., those who made lunches for
the group)—we can see the collectivity of social influence in valuing objects and constructing dominant narratives within the region’s identity.
In the above image (Figure 2), which Helen-May Burgess aptly labelled in her
photo album “the performance of resurrecting the mast,” we can see the result of Alan
Burgess, Richard, and a network of local farmers (plus tractors) helping to salvage the
Baltic Pine mast from Waipati Beach. The group included people whom Alan had rallied
from the districts surrounding both the Owaka (South Otago) and Tokanui (Eastern
Southland) townships, containing several members of the Owaka Lions Club.2 HelenMay Burgess recounted the tale of Alan and his network of locals managing to uplift and
transport the mast across the beach, then along Chaslands Mistake access road (which
was a basic bush track) and over a section of the Waipati River in order to reach State
Highway 92. The process, according to both Helen-May and her husband, Alan Burgess,
included people coming up with “crazy, funny ideas” on how to best transport the mast
along that bush track, at one point including an axel with two wheels and one flat tyre that
had been over a cliff. In the end, the ingenuity of rural New Zealand’s purported number
eight wire mindset (a New Zealand colloquialism referring to a tradition of Kiwi ingenuity sparked by a need to make anything that could not be obtained due to significant geographic isolation from global markets in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries)
triumphed, and the mast was saved. Once the mast reached State Highway 92, the Otago
Electric Power Board helped by transporting it north to Owaka. Here again we can identify the involvement of a wider network of social actors and organizations in a social performance (including one that adds an element of official, yet still amateur, sanction to the
social process, given the status of the Electric Power Board) that encodes this material
object with agency as a valued part of the region’s heritage—an agency that directly influences the negotiation of this object and related narratives as dominant within the formation and affirmation of the region’s identity.
Once in Owaka, Richard became involved in helping to organize the mast’s
restoration. Helen-May Burgess and Alan Burgess also recounted further significant details of Richard’s involvement in the mission to save the mast. They explained how, during the salvage, Richard “got a phone call from the Historic Trust accusing us of removing an artifact that was over one hundred years old without permission, but … [Alan Burgess] made a phone call to a member and we didn’t have to go to jail as was first suggested” (Helen-May Burgess, 2 November 2015). The overwhelming attitude of the group, as
communicated by Helen-May Burgess and Alan Burgess, was that the mast was of such
significance to the local region that they felt that it could not be left (despite any personal
risk), as that would chance tidal changes either washing it away or covering it again, to the
point that it could not be saved for decades to come, during which it might be damaged by
the natural weathering processes of the sea or the rugged coastline. From this perspective
we can see that the actors were independent of state-based prompts in their choices, even
ignoring advice to not proceed with salvaging and thereby empowering the object with
greater agency. It is also significant to note, due to the inaction of the Historic Trust, the
practical continuation of amateur networks, individual actors, and organizations taking a
lead role in maritime archaeological efforts to salvage and conserve the material objects
that they have a personal connection to, and deem representative of their own heritage, a
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situation that was more common prior to the 1976 legislation. Arguably the extremely
remote nature of The Catlins may have contributed to social actors within the region being
able to continue with past practices without too much official interference. Consequently
these actions are an enactment of heritage and identity as “something people do” (Smith
2006, 192), where their choices concerning which historic elements to value amplify the
agency of the material culture that they engage with in an authentic way.
Analysis of the mast has shown that it has been relatively well preserved. The
network of actors involved with the salvage sought advice from experts in both Dunedin
and Wellington regarding the best way to maintain the mast, and as a result a decision was
taken to build a cover over the mast and keep it raised from the ground. Following that
decision, the Owaka Lions Club became directly involved, organizing fund raising efforts
to build a covering for the mast where it was displayed beside the Owaka Museum. The
involvement of the Lions Club further added local weight to perceptions of the mast’s
importance. Consequently, it could be argued to have contributed to the successful negotiation of the object and its salvage as part of a dominant regional identity unit. These events
receive only a very scant mention in Collins’ The Wreck of the SS Otago (2006) and no
analysis elsewhere and are recorded in purely historical detail without any discussion of
their impact on constructions of heritage and identity or their connection to a regional
culture. The events clearly demonstrate the significance of this maritime artifact to the
collectively negotiated heritage and identity of the region through the number of actors
and organizations involved with the process, and the legitimacy extended to it by the involvement of the Lions Club, the Owaka Museum, and the Otago Electric Power Board.
Other similar performances of community-driven salvages of pieces of wrecked
nineteenth-century ships exist across the region, suggesting that this social process most
likely reflects that the residents of the region value—and are actively negotiating—
“shipwreck” and maritime loss heritage/identity–themed units rather than ones connected
solely to the wreck of the S.S. Otago. During a period of king tides in 2007, on August
9th, a resident of Kaka Point notified the South Otago Museum of what seemed to be a
piece of a ship, newly exposed on a beach near the old site of “The Vanishing Port”—Port
Molyneux.3 The curator of the South Otago Museum became involved immediately, and
a rudder was salvaged from the site. Similarly to the Otago’s mast, the rudder was moved
using a combination of man power, a tractor, and a trailer. Also similar to the Otago’s
mast, the rudder represents a piece of a local wreck that possessed informed value to the
amateur archaeologists involved—i.e., as an item with meaning to maritime laymen. This
investment of meaning highlights the notion that it is objects and narratives that people
value and, following Palmenfelt, that are successfully negotiated to become dominant
heritage symbols. One could speculate that hanging knees or futtocks may not have even
been recognized if washed away from the main site of the wreck by the sea and extreme
tides, and then discovered without the prompt of an earlier piece with more highly informed value.
Other sections of a ship (probably the same ship, but this has not yet been verified) became exposed along that stretch of beach over a period of months; however, many
of those had to be manhandled to safety instead of being moved with the aid of a tractor,
due to the geographic features of the spaces that they became exposed within. It has been
suggested by an informant, Greg (an alias), that groups of locals had gone to the place
where the rudder had been found, specifically looking for anything that was not obviously
driftwood “in case anything else might wash up” (discussion on October 20th, 2015). That
active and recurrent process of groups seeking shipwreck artifacts, due to their perceived
heritage and identity value, stresses the way that these narratives became dominant within
the lives of many members of the local community. Greg recounted that one very hefty
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piece was carried by a dozen residents of Kaka Point for over a kilometer in order to find
a safe location before it could be transported to the South Otago Museum (in Balclutha)
by road. While no definitive identification for the rudder has been made, several prominent maritime historians have viewed the piece with great interest, including Bruce E.
Collins. These actions, particularly in the case of the dozen or so individuals manhandling
a very large and heavy rudder to safety over a kilometer in soft sand, clearly indicate a
high degree of community value in these objects. Furthermore, the events also reinforce
the theme that the community has collectively negotiated shipwreck and maritime themes
as dominant identity strands through the widespread engagement with those themes and
their active participation in salvaging related material objects from the sea.
It is loosely supposed at the South Otago Museum that the rudder might be an
artifact from the 1871 steamer wreck, the Tairoa, which came to grief on the 27th of May
at Port Molyneux (on the 1871 wreck, see Collins 1995, 60), just a short distance from
where these pieces were uncovered by the tides. However, there were seven known
wrecks in that small area of the landscape between 1857 and 1904, and pieces of other
wrecks from as far afield as Australia have been located lying on beaches in the rough
vicinity. The Tairoa would be of particular interest to maritime historians, as she was the
first locally built steamer, being constructed from wood sawn at Sawyers Bay, near Port
Chalmers (Dunedin). However, even without a definitive identification, the rudder and
associated material culture remain as part of a prized exhibit at South Otago Museum, and
their tale—like that of the Otago salvage—highlights the engagement of the region’s
people with shipwrecks as symbols of their regional heritage, providing a tangible focal
point for the affirmation of that identity. The pieces also identify a way that nineteenthcentury material objects have become a part of local lore —i.e., through the
“communicative practice” (Dicks 2000) of museum staff recounting tales of the Tairoa.
Through the selection and ordering of material culture, cultural memory institutions are
mythicizing the landscape with maritime elements that help shape the identity of communities, landscapes, and oceanscapes for both visitors and locals.
In considering these cases, it should also be noted that the social actors discussed, and arguably all long-term residents of The Catlins, possess lived connections
with the sea and maritime culture. Those lived connections have included a noteworthy
exposure to social memories of the significant wrecks of the district. As Palmenfelt
notes,“collectively known phenomena achieve such a strong agency of their own that
they have the power to force themselves into individuals’ life histories” (2010, 63). Shipwrecks and the lore of maritime loss take on an important, and dominant, place within the
heritage and identity negotiations of the region. The centrality of this lore is due to a range
of factors, including: the sparse population of the region; the geography and maritime
basis of the region; the ongoing loss of life due to maritime tragedies within the region; the
social influence of actors involved with the community-driven amateur salvage operations; the high percentage of residents descendant from people who assisted after nineteenth-century shipwrecks; and the prominent way that material culture is displayed—and
communicated through narratives about those displays—across the region. These factors
demonstrate how shipwreck artifacts act as symbolic elements of the region’s brand,
which at times extends beyond community-based practice into official documentation
(Greave et al. 2008; Lovelock et al. 2003; Low 2005). The particular cases discussed here
exemplify that process due to the prominence of their display, the frequency of their stories being communicated within the community, and the large number of social actors
involved in their salvage. Consequently, as dominant units within the negotiation of heritage and identity in the region, the narratives of these wrecks, and the material culture salvaged from them, has been strongly forced “into individuals’ life histories” and collective
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memory across the region. Therefore, the materiality of artifacts from wrecks that feature
in the dominant heritage and identity units of the region is highly developed. Amplified
agency exists within the social relationships that the region’s actors have with the material
world and the social functions that symbolic material culture is empowered to perform
around the identity affirmation of motifs surrounding those dominant units.
The Land-Bound Travels of the S.S. Otago’s Figurehead and Positioning It as
Valued Artifact in the Eyes of the Region’s Young People
The figurehead of the Otago was carved from English Oak in the 1860s and still
maintains a striking appearance. Alan Burgess explained (November 2nd, 2015) that during his efforts to secure the figurehead of the Otago as a centrepiece for the Owaka Museum’s maritime exhibit (when the museum was being rebuilt in 2007) (Figure 3), many
elements of southern lore and local history associated with that artifact came to the forefront. He gave details that he had uncovered of the figurehead being traded from its home
in Port Chalmers—as partial cover for a debt—to a prominent northern Southland family.
He explained that, while in the possession of the northern Southland family, the figurehead found a home sitting on the lawn of a homestead in the township of Clinton (Clinton
is an inland rural township of about 300 people near the border of South Otago and Southland and lies about halfway between Balclutha and Gore on State Highway One). Local
lore records that on one New Year’s Eve, the figurehead was taken as a prank and carted
out to Clinton’s main street, where it was left adorned with a string of sausages. However,
after the lady of the homestead learned of the prank, it was quickly carted back to her
lawn, minus the string of sausages. Events such as this have not only enriched the lore of
the Otago, but have also enabled inland southern communities to engage with, and become historically interwoven with, the history of the broader region’s maritime artifacts.
Some time later, the Otago Youth Adventure Trust’s Tautuku Outdoor Education Centre managed to acquire the Otago's figurehead for use at the Tautuku youth
campsite. Notably, Tautuku is a coastal settlement that is in close proximity to Waipati
Beach, and hence geographically linked to the sites of both the wreck and the salvage of
the Otago's mast. In this location it was identified as a heritage/identity artifact to the regular flow of school camp groups that passed through the Centre, arguably solidifying and
affirming the dominance of the region’s maritime heritage and identity narratives, as the
camp leaders communicated the stories of the wreck and figurehead. Research into visitor
studies has recognized that the identity and brand generation for the region as a destination
is tightly linked to “perceptions about a place as reflected by the associations held in tourist
memory” (Cai 2002, 273). Therefore, visitors to that camp will possess memories of the
significant figurehead there, which accordingly helps affirm the identity and brand of the
region as linked to a heritage of shipwrecks.
Alan Burgess, who is also a member of the
Otago Youth Adventure Trust, explained that the Trust had asked to relocate the figurehead to the camp so that it could be better protected than it was sitting on a lawn in Clinton. It was from the youth camp at Tautuku that Alan Burgess managed to organize for
the figurehead to be moved to the new Owaka Museum for safe keeping, only after gaining the permission of a wide range of stakeholders, who included both the figurehead’s
northern Southland owners and the Otago Youth Adventure Trust.
These stories and connections between people, places, and this heritage object
increase the layers of meaning that the object is able to generate. It ties the object to spaces
and people through the regional lore and history that its travels have occasioned, adding
additional reference points (both spatially and temporally) with which people can identify
and then by extension link to the object’s maritime nature.
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It also further reinforces the way that networks of social actors and organizations have
functioned in collectively negotiating these narratives and objects as significant dominant
strands within the region’s shipwreck coast identity and the way that exhibits of these
material objects have helped affirm that identity.

Figure 3: A segment of the shipwreck displays at Owaka Museum, including the figurehead of the SS. Otago.
Photograph was taken by A. Asbjørn Jøn 2014.

In Sum
Through engagement with, and the ongoing presence of, lore and material culture connected to the wrecks of the S.S. Otago, S.S. Tairoa, and other ships, the communities of The Catlins are continuing to carry the stories and materiality of the wrecks and
their artfacts into the present day. The community has negotiated the dominant historical
narratives of the region, and these maritime stories have become affirmed and exhibited
key symbols of regional heritage. The negotiations were supported by actions undertaken
while the actors were demonstrating their way of “being-in-the-world” (Heidegger 1996;
Ingold 2000), which many social critics view as one of the most effective styles of performances from which to view heritage, identity, and culture. The ready exhibition of salvaged artifacts from these wrecks is also notable in this process as “in most museums in
the last 150 years, the majority of objects in collections were never put on display” (Alberti 2005). Consequently the selection of these objects as primary exhibits
across the museums of the region indicates a shared valuing of regional maritime identity
narratives across the cultural memory institutions that affirm heritage and identity. The
artifacts themselves not only possess a high degree of agency as symbols of regional identity, but also function as memory prompts for the significance of the places where the
wrecks lay, and where they were themselves salvaged from. In an overseas context, it has
been suggested that shipwreck sites and their interpretation can operate to “foster national
pride and identity” (Nutley in Philippou and Staniforth 2003, 144), a social function that
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they also seem to exhibit in this case.
Beyond the generation of meaning from intangible sources, material cultural
objects—such as these shipwreck artifacts—also prompt the further generation of meaning from their tactility. There is something very deliberate about such objects, and their
form and intended purpose reveal another set of meanings to informed audiences. In that
light, the artifacts not only symbolize the maritime heritage and negotiated collective heritage and identity of the region, but they also tell a segment of its developmental story.
Linked to that concept, we should not forget the important point that scholars of materiality, such as Prown, have recognized:
This affective mode of apprehension through the senses that allows us to put
ourselves, figuratively speaking, inside the skins of individuals who commissioned, made, used, or enjoyed these objects, to see with their eyes and touch
with their hands, to identify with them empathetically, is clearly a different
way of engaging the past than abstractly through the written word. Instead of
our minds making intellectual contact with minds of the past, our senses make
affective contact with senses of the past. (Prown 1980, 208)
Consequently, the affirmations of heritage and identity provided by the exhibition of these
artifacts in or near cultural memory institutions surely also provide memory links to the
other industries and practices that led to their production. This connection is important as it
often stresses the land-based aspects of these maritime heritage symbols. These material
objects also contribute strongly to affirming this negotiated dominant regional identity
strand.
The meaning generated through the tactility of such objects also extends to their
function and original purpose and is connected to their informed value in the eyes of viewers. In the three cases of recovered and exhibited objects discussed here (mast, rudder,
figurehead), the function and original purpose of the objects likely contributed heavily to
the generation of their affective agency, as their almost universally recognized value empowered their ability to perform symbolic functions for the region’s social memory of
maritime loss. It is generally recognized that amateur maritime archaeologists often
choose items such as ship’s wheels, lifebuoys, figureheads, portholes, masts, and rudders
to salvage and conserve, while other pieces of shipwrecks less commonly visually recognized by laymen as coming from ships are often either left behind or collected for a different purpose (such as timber recycling or even firewood). In discussions with Helen-May
Burgess it was revealed that several such less visually recognized pieces from wrecks
within the region—especially those from the T.S.S. Manuka—were recycled into building materials for farmsteads, and in one case a cabinet was even built into a house in a
guest bathroom. Those choices regarding which objects to conserve within cultural
memory institutions and which objects to effectively treat as washed up wood are not
always conscious, and in many cases the actors performing the salvage may not know
what less commonly visually recognized objects are, or even if they are actually part of a
ship. In this way the materiality of these shipwreck artifacts is tightly linked to their informed value.
Looking forward, and arguably adding official weight to the collective efficacy
and efforts of the research participants and their social networks, The Catlins region now
falls within the scope of Heritage New Zealand archaeologist Dr. Matthew Schmidt, who
has been appointed as the Regional Archaeologist for Otago and Southland. Since his
appointment Schmidt has shown a considerable commitment to the salvage and conservation of the broader region’s maritime heritage, including efforts, in his own time, to under-
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take the necessary studies and reviews to have the historic early twentieth-century Norwegian Whalers Base on Stewart Island listed with Heritage New Zealand (a project that
won him the New Zealand Archaeological Association’s Groube Fieldwork Award in
2014). Schmidt has contributed to the conservation of a range of important maritime artifacts and wrecks since his appointment. In a piece highlighting the heritage significance of
“from 124 to upwards of 170 wrecks [having taken place] between the Waitaki and Catlins rivers,” he notes that in the nineteenth century, “everything was shipped by boat …
[so the wrecks] tell us exactly who was doing what, how they were doing it, and where
they were going. … [They are] a really key piece of our heritage” (Schmidt in Munro
2015). Coupled with that, maritime archaeologists such as Matthew Carter have recently
undertaken significant work on wrecks and the material culture of the broader Otago/
Southland region’s maritime heritage (Carter 2012; Carter and Dodd 2015). A centrally
funded project titled the Southland Coastal Heritage Inventory Project is also well underway, including work across much of The Catlins (Fuseworks Media 2012). In keeping
with the philosophy displayed in the salvage of the Otago’s mast, a greater public awareness of the need to salvage maritime heritage expediently has also developed (Hayes
2013). Collectively, all of these efforts as well as a growing broader scholarly interest in
southern wrecks have lent significant weight to the prior actions of the social actors discussed when viewed as important episodes in the public negotiation of identity units.
Finally, as the renowned Swedish cultural historian Sverker Sörlin has found
during research into the way that landscapes, territories, and identities are articulated—i.e.,
through the layering of narratives, images, and cultural memory institution exhibits and
interpretations of significant landscape features, including maritime elements like lighthouses and shipwrecks—communities and individuals augment landscapes with additional “inner layers” of meaning that become deeply embedded in understandings of regions/regionalism and nations/nationalism (Sörlin 1998). Those “inner layers” of meaning would arguably contribute strongly to identity affirmation processes that support Palmenfelt’s (2010) idea of dominant identity narratives. Consequently, these inner layers of
meaning and memory help empower the heritage and identity of regions, bringing a notso-distant past into the present through their tactility and the emotive memory prompts
that they engender. The landscapes and oceanscapes that they connect to are signified and
empowered by the position that the artifacts hold within the built landscape and the cultural memory institutions of the region. In this way, the artifacts, as pieces of material culture,
begin to solidify the place of the stories of landscapes and oceanscapes from which they
were salvaged, reinforcing the region’s negotiated dominant heritage and identity narratives that they represent.
Notes
1. “The Early History Society of Otago has been founded in Dunedin, and we may expect the most important results
without delay. All the old papers connected with the first ships that came here are to be fossicked up, and thrilling
details are, we need hardly say, to be looked for” (New Zealand Tablet May 2, 1884). The article goes on to discuss
Hocken’s desire to generate similar interest in first ships in New Zealand to that which exists in the United States of
America.
2. The Owaka Museum and Catlins Information Centre has identified (on their publically accessible website) that
the following local men were among the group involved: Alan Burgess, Barry Burgess, Inness Burgess, Robin
Chisholm, Bill Evans, Peter Evans, Stephen Evans, Ray Francis, Craig Johnston, Nobby McLean, Des Pirie, Murray Stratford, Ron Tyrell, Bruce York, and Robin Whipp, based upon a series of photographs that they hold
(CT08.4851). Discussions with Helen-May Burgess have revealed that the group also included one other prominent
local farmer, and that two farmers brought along tractors.
3. Notably, as a place name Port Molyneux bears witness to the nautical and maritime history of the region even,
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beyond the element “port.” Port Molyneux was given its name by Captain James Cook after his sailing master,
Robert Mollineux.
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